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The interact ion of charged part icles, moving in a uniform m agnet ic ® eld,

with a plane polarized grav itat ional wave is considered using the Fokker±

P lanck± Kolm ogorov (fpk) approach . By using a stochast icity criterion,

we det ermine the exact locat ions in phase space, where resonance overlap -

ping occurs. We invest igat e the diŒusion of orbits around each primary

resonance of order m by deriving general analy t ical expressions for an

eŒect ive diŒusion coe� cient . A solution of the corresponding diŒusion

equat ion (Fokker± P lanck equat ion) for the stat ic case is found. Num eri-

cal integrat ion of the full equations of m ot ion and subsequent calculat ion

of the diŒusion coe� cient veri ® es the analyt ical resu lts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The many eŒorts that have been made to detect gravitational waves have

so far given no convincing evidence that they have actually been seen [1].

This is due to the fact that not only is their amplitude very small [2], but

it is highly possible that some kind of damping mechanism operates on

them as they travel through space [3± 5]. This damping may originat e in

the interaction of the gravitational wave with interstellar matter [6,7].

In a recent paper [8], hereafter is referred to as Paper I, the problem

of the interaction of a charged part icle with a gravit ational wave, in the
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